
Simplified
A story of self-expression through the basics

Lily Li



THE CHALLENGE

to create a logotype that integrates my initials 
into a unified whole

RESTRICTIONS

initials must read in the appropriate order

logo must work in only black and white

letters should be based off the following 5 
typefaces:

Garamond
Baskerville
Bodoni

Helvetica
Century Expanded



INITIAL THOUGHTS

my initials are LL 

two of the same letters with rigid corners 
and strict lines

optimistism:
I don’t have to think about which letter 
would read first 

challenge:
How should I best design my initials so that 
they capture my personality in a restricted 
logo space?



Sketches
I don’t believe in erasing ideas so please 
bear with the roughness of these sketches!

and i have a lot inner monologue!



EXPLORATION

starting from the basics

rounding it all out

are there 2 L’s or 3?

I could be the only person to get away with this!

curves define me better as a person



EXPLORATION

conforming into shapes

climbing the stairs to success

triangles?

parallels my passion for photography as a snapshot

butterfly design, but it looks a lot like this emoji

my initials as part of a flower design for Lily



EXPLORATION

playing with serifs

putting the sans serif inside the serif

juxstapose the serif L with another L

serif in a sans serif as negative space

Italics!



EXPLORATION

cracking smiles

hearts? but they look too much like V’s

If i like curves then make it all out of circles

stars!

cursive L’s are my favorite! 
it’s a little against the restrictions though

These kind of look like boots



DIVING DEEPER

cleaning up sketches

The serif L adds a classy feel to the logo 
that none of the other options are able 
to give. I don’t know if this is an 
accurate embodiment of my personality. 
The serifs might also get lost when the 
logo is shrunk down more.

I like the dimensionality of this logo as 
all 3 weights are equal and can be read 
in different ways to be LL. It reminds me 
also of the blimpie logo.

i really like the idea of making my 
initials keep the integrity of my full 
name as a flower (or as a four leaf 
clover, another motif i really like) 

the cursive wasn’t technically allowed, 
but i really like this combiation enough 
to try to fight for it!  



DIVING DEEPER

color the world
these designs all work in black and white but color is something that is 
really important to me so i want to make sure the final logotype works 
with various color decisions!

basic color combinations

gradients

negative foreground with color background



FINALIZING

myself as a logo
I ended up choosing the cursive L logo as I found it better represents 
my personality and my outlook as a person. I’m normally the extremely 
happy-go-lucky person that finds happiness and joy inside of 
everything, but I also know that I have my rigid morals and standards 
that guide me everyday. 


